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Background: Dog ownership may be an effective tailored intervention among adults for promoting
physical activity. This study examined the relationship between walking, physical activity
levels, and potential psychological mediators between people who owned dogs and those
who did not own dogs in the Capital Region District of Greater Victoria, British Columbia,
Canada. Data were collected in September 2004; analyses were conducted in January 2005.
Methods:

A random sample of men (n ⫽177) and women (n ⫽174) aged 20 to 80 years participated.
Questionnaires were mailed out in 2004 to collect information about demographics, dog
ownership, leisure-time walking, physical activity levels, and theory of planned behavior
(TPB) constructs.

Results:

The analyses revealed that dog owners spent more time in mild and moderate physical
activities and walked an average of 300 minutes per week compared to non– dog owners
who walked an average of 168 minutes per week. A mediator analysis suggests that dog
obligation acts as a mediator between dog ownership and physical activity. Moreover, the
theory of planned behavior constructs of intention and perceived behavioral control
explained 13% of the variance in walking behavior with an additional 11% variance in
walking behavior being explained by dog obligation. Regarding intention to walk, the TPB
explained 46% of the variance in intention to walk with dog obligation adding an
additional 1% variance.

Conclusions: In this group of Canadians, those who owned a dog participated in more mild to moderate
physical activity than those who did not. Acquiring a dog should be explored as an
intervention to get people more physically active.
(Am J Prev Med 2006;30(2):131–136) © 2006 American Journal of Preventive Medicine

Introduction

P

hysical inactivity has been linked to several
chronic degenerative conditions, rising obesity
rates, premature deaths, and billions of dollars in
healthcare spending.1– 4 Population health researchers
are exploring all reasonable options to promote physical activity, and recent research has focused on walking.5,6 Walking is low cost, convenient, generally accessible, and the most popular reported physical activity,7,8
yet the marketing of exercise through walking is presently underused.8 Dog ownership is one targeted factor
that has received little attention.9
Considering physical activity levels and dog ownership, only five studies have been conducted.9 –13 Three
of these studies have provided support for the notion
that dog owners are more physically active than non–
dog owners.11–13 In contrast, Anderson et al.10 found
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that pet owners reported themselves as significantly
more active than non–pet owners, but the findings did
not extend to dog ownership specifically. Bauman et
al.9 did not find a physical activity difference between
dog owners and non– dog owners.
Several limitations exist in these studies that make
interpreting the results difficult. First, previous studies
have mixed both urban and rural participants.9 –11 Only
Giles-Corti and Donovan13 used an urban area, while
Serpell12 did not provide details as to type of area. It
would seem logical that dog owners in urban settings
would be more likely to walk their dogs than dog
owners in rural settings who could let their dogs run
freely. Second, many of the participants of the previous
studies were not randomly sampled from the general
population. Several of these previous studies have used
convenience samples,10 –12 which may affect the generalizability of results. Third, pet ownership characteristics have not been described nor used to predict how
owners interact with their dogs,10,11,13 which makes
generalizability of results difficult. Many of these studies are limited because they have not included specific
questions pertaining to type of pet, primary caregiver of
pet, purpose and attachment to the pet, and whether
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the pet lives primarily inside or outside.14,15 Finally,
there is a lack of theory-based studies,11,16 with no
attempts to understand the mechanisms of dog ownership and physical activity. As Headey17 has stated, “we
can be fairly confident that pets do confer health
benefits, but we do not know exactly how.” That is,
understanding the psychological mediators is of the
utmost importance.18,19
Therefore, the general purpose of this study was to
improve on the limitations of previous studies by exploring dog ownership as it relates to physical activity
levels within a Western Canadian sample. We focused
on dog owners in an urban setting, ensured that the
dog was a household pet (compared to a working or
guard dog) and that the person filling out the questionnaire was the primary provider for the dog, and
examined potential psychological mediators between
dog ownership and physical activity. Specifically, since it
is generally well accepted that dog ownership requires
more responsibilities and work than caring for other
pets,20 it was hypothesized that the sense of responsibility/obligation for the health and well-being of one’s
dog is what mediates the relationship between physical
activity and dog ownership. Lastly, dog ownership and
its relationship to regular walking within a full psychological model of walking motivation were examined.21
To this end, dog ownership was included with the
well-validated22 theory of planned behavior23 (TPB) for
predicting regular walking behaviors. It was tentatively
hypothesized that dog walking may augment the predictive ability of the TPB because traditional concepts
of the TPB, or any of the other leading psychological
models, fail to consider animals.

Methods
Participants and Design
Participants for this study were limited to residents of the
Greater Victoria Capital Region District (CRD), British Columbia, Canada, aged 20 to 80 years. A random sample of
1000 addresses within the CRD area was obtained from
Dominion Directories (SuperPages Telephone Company). In
September 2004, questionnaires approved by the University
of Victoria’s Human Research Ethics Board were mailed out
to the 1000 potential participants. Of the original 1000
questionnaires, 26 envelopes were returned unopened because the resident had moved or was recently deceased, and
214 questionnaires were returned completed. Of the possible
760 remaining participants, a second mailing of a postcard
reminder and questionnaire24 was sent out 2 weeks later in
which an additional 137 questionnaires were returned. A total
of 351 participants (36% response rate) completed and
returned the questionnaire. Data analysis was conducted in
January 2005.
Of the 351 participants, 177 (50.4%) were men and 174
(49.6%) were women, with a mean age of 56.26 (SD⫽16.22)
and 54.20 (SD⫽18.22), respectively. Respondents reported
themselves as well educated; 45.7% had at least a bachelor’s
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degree, which is slightly above the 40.1% reported in the
census of 2001 for the locale.25 Of those reporting race/
ethnicity (n ⫽325), 87% of participants were Caucasian.
Participant characteristics were similar to the general population of British Columbia, especially Vancouver Island.26
Only 3.2% were unemployed, with 39.1% being retired, 4.3%
attending college or university, and 53.5% employed. Annual
family income showed that 56.4% had a household income
⬎$40,000 per year, which is the Victoria median.25 A total of
19.9% of the sample reported dog ownership (n ⫽70).

Measurements
Dog ownership. Based on Friedmann and Thomas’s20 definition, dog ownership was defined as “claiming a pet as one’s
own.” Dog owners were asked questions pertaining to the size,
age, primary reason for having a dog (i.e., household pet,
guard dog, working dog), and whether their dog was mainly
an inside or outside dog. Finally, dog owners were asked the
following questions: (1) “On average, how many minutes per
week do you walk your dog?” and (2) Regardless by who
walked the dog, “What is the total dog-walking minutes your
dog is walked per week?”
Physical activity and walking behavior. Using the validated
Godin Leisure Time Exercise Questionnaire (GLTEQ),27–29
participants were asked to recall their average weekly physical
activity during their free time over the past month. In this
particular study, it made sense to have two very analogous
measures for both physical activity and walking.30 Therefore,
average weekly leisure-time walking was requested in the same
transparent way using the format of the GLTEQ. The GLTEQ
contains three open-ended physical activity questions pertaining to the average frequency of mild, moderate, and strenuous physical activities (with examples of each) during free
time during a typical week. The GLTEQ was also modified to
include an open-ended assessment of average duration of
physical activities and walking in minutes. Mild, moderate,
and strenuous physical activities were changed to mild (slow
walk), moderate (average pace), and strenuous (very brisk
pace) walking, respectively, for the walking measure.
Theory of planned behavior. Using 7-point Likert-type questions, this study measured constructs of the TPB through
questions on affective attitude (two items, ␣⫽0.87); instrumental attitude (two items, ␣⫽0.83); subjective norm (three
items, ␣⫽0.75); perceived behavioral control (PBC) (three
items; ␣⫽0.76); and intention (three items; ␣⫽0.95).31 For
the TPB questions, regular walking was defined as “walking
for at least 20 minutes, at least three times or more per week
during your free time.” This leisure-time walking definition
was kept slightly below the minimal physical activity suggested
by Health Canada’s32 guide because people were not expected to achieve their entire physical activity quota with
walking alone. That is, people do other forms of physical
activities besides walking and/or walking their dog.9 Indeed,
our findings supported this notion since walking accounted
for 64% of total physical activity minutes.
Dog obligation. Participants were also asked to complete dog
obligation questions, which were assessed on an 8-point scale
ranging from 0 (not applicable) to 7 (completely true). The
three items were as follows: “I feel an obligation to walk my
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for dog owners and non– dog owners for walking and physical activity
Mean (SD)
Source

F(1, 350)

Dog owners

Non–dog owners

Mild walking frequency (number of times)
Moderate walking frequency
Strenuous walking frequency
Total mild walking minutes (frequency ⫻ duration)
Total moderate walking minutes
Total strenuous walking minutes
Total walking minutes
Total mild physical activity (frequency ⫻ duration)
Total moderate physical activity
Total strenuous physical activity
Total physical activity (all levels)

28.00*
13.93*
1.96
26.15*
7.93*
0.269a
32.42*
10.58a*
6.91*
0.28a
11.33a

4.99 (6.50)
3.76 (4.43)
0.66 (1.24)
137.79 (182.72)
136.39 (164.46)
28.43 (64.19)
300.18 (223.38)
155.62 (189.30)
164.93 (179.79)
82.71 (108.05)
410.28 (230.50)

2.20 (2.96)
2.29 (2.43)
0.45 (1.04)
59.27 (89.43)
89.55 (111.54)
19.80 (60.79)
168.38 (163.62)
96.41 (131.37)
115.21 (129.54)
72.30 (127.19)
287.52 (239.21)

d
0.71
0.50
0.19
0.69
0.38
0.14
0.74
0.41
0.35
0.08
0.57

*p⬍0.01 (bolded).
a
Controlling for covariates when bivariate relationship was found, such as income, age, and education level.
d, Cohen’s effect size using pooled standard deviations; SD, standard deviation.

dog regularly,” “I feel a responsibility to walk my dog regularly,” and “My dog pressures me to take him/her for a
regular walk.” These three questions were aggregated into a
three-item variable titled “dog obligation” (␣⫽0.99).

Results
Correlations and Descriptive Statistics for
Walking and Physical Activity
Correlations were first run to check for any potential
demographic covariates that may confound the relationship between walking and physical activity levels for
both dog owners and non– dog owners. Bivariate relationships were found regarding total strenuous walking
minutes and annual income (r⫽0.14, p ⬍0.05); total
mild physical activity and age (r⫽0.11, p ⬍0.05); total
strenuous physical activity and age (r⫽⫺0.28, p ⬍0.01);
education level (r⫽0.13, p ⬍0.05); and annual income
(r⫽0.22, p ⬍0.01); and last, total physical activity and
annual income (r⫽0.13, p ⬍0.05). Thus, these demographics were entered as covariates when reporting
descriptive statistics for walking and physical activity.
Reported in Table 1 are descriptive statistics, analysis
of variance (ANOVA) results, and Cohen’s33 effect size
d for walking and physical activity by dog ownership.
Dog owners participated in more mild and moderate
walking bouts than non– dog owners (p ⬍0.01). Dog
owners also spent more time in all forms of mild and
moderate physical activities (p ⬍0.01). Finally, in the
most desired walking variable, that of total walking
minutes, dog owners walked more minutes per week
compared to non– dog owners (p ⬍0.01). It is noteworthy that there was no difference between males and
females on total walking minutes, nor was the size of
the dog found to be related to total walking minutes
(p ⬎0.05). Furthermore, there were no statistically significant differences found between dog owners and
non– dog owners for strenuous walking, nor strenuous
physical activity (p ⬎0.05).
February 2006

An ANOVA was also conducted to determine if there
was a difference between activity levels between the dog
owners and non– dog owners once total walking minutes was subtracted from total physical activity minutes.
No significant difference between the two groups
(p ⬎0.05) was identified. Once dog walking minutes
were subtracted from total walking minutes within the
dog-owning group, there was a significant mean difference in walking minutes per week (F(1,350)⫽37.77,
p ⬍0.01, d ⫽0.82) and total physical activity
(F(1,350)⫽23.00, p ⬍0.01, d⫽0.64). Dog walkers walked
less and were less physically active than non– dog owners once dog walking was removed.

Mediator analysis
The mediator analysis was based on the format suggested in Baron and Kenny.34 Hierarchical regression
was conducted to determine whether dog obligation was
a mediator between owning a dog and total walking
frequency (dependent variable [DV]). Specifically, dog
owner independent variable (IV1) was first entered in
Step 1, resulting in F1,336 of 50.58 (p ⬍0.01; R2⫽0.13). In
Step 2, dog obligation showed a significant addition (
F1,335⫽10.92, p ⬍0.01;  R2⫽0.03). Furthermore, the
DV was reduced in the regression equation from a
significant standardized beta of 0.36 (p ⬍0.01) to a
nonsignificant standardized beta of 0.09 (p ⬎0.05),
suggesting full mediation. Following the mediator analysis, a correlation of 0.30 (p ⬍0.05) between dog obligation and total walking frequency was found in only
the dog-owning group (n ⫽70), which suggests substantive predictive ability of the obligation variable even
when dog ownership was held constant.
Theory of planned behavior. Correlations for the TPB
constructs and walking are presented in Table 2. Dog
obligation was found to correlate with both intention
and total walking (p ⬍0.01), but did not correlate with
Am J Prev Med 2006;30(2)
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Table 2. Correlations for theory of planned behavior constructs and walking
Items

2

3

4

5

6

7

Mean (SD)

Affective attitude
Instrumental attitude
Subjective norm
Dog obligation
Perceived behavioral control
Intention
Total walking

0.56*

0.33*
0.31*

0.08
0.10
0.04

0.29*
0.30*
0.20*
⫺0.01

0.58*
0.51*
0.41*
0.18*
0.33*

0.29*
0.28*
0.21*
0.33*
0.16*
0.42*

6.04 (1.21)
6.42 (0.93)
5.72 (1.03)
1.29 (2.54)
6.40 (1.02)
5.96 (1.38)

*p⬍0.01 (bolded).
SD, standard deviation.

other TPB constructs (p ⬎0.05). Additionally, all TPB
constructs correlated with intention and total walking
behavior (p ⬍0.01).
Predicting walking behavior and intent. Data for predicting walking behavior (DV-total walking frequency)
and walking intent (DV) utilizing a hierarchical regression analysis appear in Table 3. For predicting walking
behavior, the TPB independent variables of intention
and PBC were entered in Step 1; subjective norm,
instrumental attitude, and affective attitude were entered in Step 2; and dog obligation was entered in Step
3. Overall, the TPB constructs of intention and PBC
(Step 1) explained 13% of the variance in walking
behavior (p ⬍0.01) with no additional variance being
explained in Step 2 (p ⬎0.05); however, an additional
11% variance in walking behavior was explained by dog
obligation in Step 3 (p ⬍0.01). Interpreting these effects (Table 3) revealed that the two predictors of
walking behavior were intention (␤⫽0.31, p ⬍0.01) and
dog obligation (␤⫽0.34, p ⬍0.01).
Regarding intention to walk, the TPB independent
variables (PBC, subjective norm, instrumental attitude,
affective attitude) were entered in Step 1 and dog

obligation was entered in Step 2. Overall, the TPB in
Step 1 explained 46% of the variance in intention to
walk (p ⬍0.01), with dog obligation adding an additional 1% variance (p ⬍0.01). Specifically, PBC did not
predict intention to walk (p ⬎0.05); however, subjective
norm, instrumental attitude, and affective attitude all
independently predicted intention to walk (␤⫽0.21,
␤⫽0.20, ␤⫽0.39, respectively; p ⬍0.01) as did dog
obligation (␤⫽0.12, p ⬍0.01).

Discussion
This was the first North American study to collect
walking and physical activity baseline data on dog
owners in a completely urban setting, and the first study
to examine dog ownership and the relationship to
regular walking within a full psychological model of
walking motivation (i.e., TPB). This study further
added to and strengthened the literature by using a
random sample that included both an equal gender
representation as well as representative dog ownership
of the population.

Table 3. Hierarchical regression analysis for predicting walking behavior and walking intent
Behavior
(Block 1)
Intention
Perceived behavioral control
(Block 2)
Subjective norm
Instrumental attitude
Affective attitude
(Block 3)
Dog obligation
Intent
(Block 1)
Perceived behavioral control
Subjective norm
Instrumental attitude
Affective attitude
(Block 2)
Dog obligation

Fchange

df

24.19*

2323

0.17

45.60*

3320

1319

2
Rchange

␤1

␤2

␤3

0.37*
⫺0.07

0.38*
⫺0.07

0.31*
⫺0.04

0.00
0.04
⫺0.04

0.02
0.02
⫺0.03

0.13
0.00

0.11
0.34*

68.58*

4326

0.46
0.07
0.21*
0.22*
0.40*

8.38*

1325

0.07
0.21*
0.20*
0.39*

0.01
0.12*

*p⬍0.01 (bolded).
␤1–3, standard regression coefficients for equations 1, 2, and 3; df, degrees of freedom.
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What This Study Adds . . .
Previous research on dog ownership and physical
activity has shown mixed results; however, these
studies may have been limited by sampling and
measurement issues.
This study used a random urban sample and
included dog ownership within a motivational
theory.
Results showed that dog owners walk more than
non-dog owners, and that obligation to care for
one’s dog appears to be the key mediator in this
relationship.
Further, dog obligation had an effect on walking independent of intention.

Based on the findings in the literature on dog
ownership and physical activity, it was hypothesized that
dog owners would be more physically active than non–
dog owners. Our hypothesis was supported. After controlling for demographic covariates, dog owners reported more walking than non– dog owners. These
findings are consistent with most of the findings on this
topic;10,13,35 however, our results are the most robust in
this literature to date. Interpreting the magnitude of
our findings with Cohen’s33 effect size d, a borderline
large effect size was found in the desirable total walking
minutes per week variable. That is, irrespective of any
covariates, an effect size that would be observable to the
naked eye33 was identified. This large effect size finding
is much larger than the environmental correlates of
walking,5 which suggests that dog-ownership physical
activity interventions may be a useful course of action.
Our findings may be attributed in part to the clean and
well-represented (gender, age, personal dog ownership, household pet, urban setting) data set. Of additional interest, it was found that dog walkers walked less
and were less physically active than non– dog owners
once dog walking was removed. This suggests that when
dog owners choose to participate in activities such as
walking, they are selecting to be active with their dogs.
It was also hypothesized that the sense of responsibility/obligation for the health and well-being of one’s
dog is what mediates the relationship between physical
activity and dog ownership. Our hypothesis was supported by the results. This novel finding advances the
field by identifying the potential mechanism for why
dog owners walk more. Our results also showed that
even among dog owners, some people do not take
responsibility for walking their dog. Thus, a higher level
of walking is not necessarily associated with owning a
dog per se, but rather with people who are willing to
accept obligation and responsibility for a dog. The
finding may have interesting implications for intervention because it suggests that a willingness to take
February 2006

responsibility for one’s dog is essential, not just dog
ownership. Importantly, about a quarter of dog owners
were not walking their dog at ⱖ120 minutes per week,
which suggests that an intervention promoting taking
responsibility for one’s dog may be helpful.
Finally, using a full psychological model of walking
motivation (TPB), it was hypothesized that dog obligation would independently predict both intention to
walk as well as walking behavior. Our hypothesis was
supported. An additional 1% variance in intention and
an additional 11% variance in walking behavior were
explained by dog obligation over and above the TPB
(Table 3). Interestingly, dog obligation correlated with
walking intention/behavior but did not correlate with
other TPB constructs (Table 2), which suggests that our
current social cognitive theories do not account for a
factor such as dog obligation. Further, the additional
11% variance that dog obligation provided is one of the
largest extensions to the TPB in any of the population
health literature.36
The results of this study must be considered in the
context of a few limitations. First, the results are limited
in generalizability to urban populations with similar
weather patterns and demographics to the South Vancouver Island region of British Columbia. Also of note,
participants in this study were a relatively active group;
the average minutes per week for walking and physical
activity were considerably above the Surgeon General’s37 recommended activity. These results are to be
expected for Greater Victoria, since Victoria has the
highest percentage of physically active people in all of
Canada.25
Second, the GLTEQ was modified to include walking
specifically, and this modification has not been validated. There is a need to extend and attempt to
replicate these results with objective physical activity
measures. This would also help determine the activity
of dog owners on their walks (i.e., they could be at dog
parks standing while their dogs are running around).
Third, cross-sectional designs such as this one are
limited in determining causality, and there is a need for
directional prospective quasi-experimental designs.
These designs will help answer questions of whether
dog owners obtain pets because they are interested in
walking, or if the pet is the stimulus to walking. Future
investigators may want to consider other forms of
activity with their dogs such as running. Fourth, there
was only a 36% response rate. If the population that did
not respond differs from the population that did, there
could be unknown biases in the data set.

Conclusions
In summary, the results suggest that dog owners walk
more than non– dog owners, and that obligation to care
for one’s dog appears to be the key mediator of this
relationship. Further, dog obligation appears to have a
Am J Prev Med 2006;30(2)
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considerable effect on walking behavior that is independent of intention. The results support the notion
that dog ownership, for those who are willing to take
responsibility for a dog, may be a viable physical activity
intervention strategy.
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